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AesrRecr

In the cunent study, participants judged either the location or the frequency of a single

tone that was dehned by both features. The response associated with the irrelevant feature

was either consistent (congruent trials) or inconsistent (incongruent trials) with the

required response. The results of the ñrst experiment showed that participants were

slower to judge the relevant feature on incongruent trials than on congruent trials. This

finding suggests that an auditory Stroop effect for nonverbal sounds results from the

inability to ignore an irrelevant acoustic feature. In the second experiment, the likelihood

that the response associated with the irrelevant dimension was congruent with the

required response was manipulated. Participants were slower to respond on incongtuent

trials than on congruent trials when the response associated with the irrelevant feature

was likely to be consistent with the required response, but were slower to respond on

congruent trials than on incongruent trials when the response associated with the

irrelevant feature was likely to be inconsistent with the required response. This item-

specific congruency effect suggests that the extent to which the response information

associated with an irrelevant acoustic feature influences performance may be flexibly

controlled in accordance with the likelihood that it will be diagnostic of a correct

response.
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IIEv-SpECIFTC CoxcnupNcy EFFECTS IN NoNvpnsAL AUDIToRY STRoOP

Or¿nwnw on PnoLncr

The Stroop effect provides a model case for examining whether the response

associated with an irrelevant feature will interfere with perfotmance of a primary task.

Although there has been a long history of studying interference effects in the auditory

domain (e.g., Broadbent, 1954; Cherry,1953, Hall & Blasko, 2005), there have been

relatively few demonstrations of an auditory Stroop effect defined as a direct conflict

between two acoustic dimensions. Previous demonstrations of an auditoly Stroop effect

have been founded on interference between the meaning of a spoken word and an

acoustic feature. For example, Hamers and Lamberl (1972) presented the spoken words

'high' and 'low' in either a high or low pitch voice, and the participants' task was to

caTegorize words according to their pitch (high vs. low). Similarly, Green & Barber

(1981, 1983) presented the words 'man' and 'girl' spoken in either a male or female

voice and participants categorized the words according to the gender of the speaker

(labeled man and girl). In both studies, participants judged the relevant acoustic featule

(pitch; gender of speaker) more slowly when it was inconsistent with the tneaning of the

word than when it was consistent with the meaning of the word. These and similar studies

(Green & Barber, 1981, 1983; Hamers & Lambert,7972; McClain, 1983; Morgan &

Brandt, 1989) represent demonstrations of an auditory Stroop effect arising from an

inability to ignore the semantic content of a spoken word when pitch classification is

required. In this way, the auditory Stroop effect appears to be quite similar to the classic

visual stroop effect (e.g., Green & Barber, 1981, 1983; Stroop, i935). For example, in

his classic demonstration, Stroop (1935) showed that participants are particularly slow to
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identify the colour of ink in w'hicl'r incongruent colour words are printed (e.9., the word

RED printed in green ink).

The current study was designed to explore the possibility that auditory Stroop

interference may occur for two nonverbal acoustic features. Previous research provides

some reason for believing that such nonverbal Stroop interference effect may occur.

Specifically, Mondor, Zalone, & Terrio (1998) reported that the time required to classify

a single sound by location (central or peripheral) was lengthened when pitch varied

unpredictably and that pitch classifications (higli or low) were accomplished more slowly

when location varied unpredictably.

The results reporled by Mondor et al. (1998) suggest that listeners are unable to

attend exclusively to either location or to pitch. If this interpretation is conect, then it

may be that the responses associated with location and pitch will interfere as well. This is

an impoúant issue because most theoletical accounts of Stroop interference are based on

the notion that automatic processing of word meaning interferes with colour

identification (e.g., LaBerge & Samuels,1974; Logan, 1988; Macleod & Dunbar, i988;

Neely & Kahan, 2001; but see Besner & Stolz, 1999;Danziger, Estevez & Mari-Beffa,

2002; Kahneman & Henik, 1981). Obviously, evidence that Stroop interference may arise

from a conflict between two nonverbal dimensions would require quite a different

theoretical account.

In the experiments described below, participants were presented with high- and

low-pitched sounds either from an upper or a lower speaker and were required to

categorize sounds according to their location or pitch. In such a situation, evidence of

Stroop interference would be apparent if participants experience greater difficulty in
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judging sounds when the response associated with the irrelevant feature is inconsistent

with the required response than when it is consistent with the required response. The first

experiment did yield such evidence and the second experiment was designed to explore

the possibility that the degree to which the influence of the response associated with an

irrelevant feature rnay be flexibly controlled.

The above section provides a brief overyiew of the content of this thesis. ln the

next section, I provide historical background illustrating the significallce of interference

effects fol the field of cognitive psychology. Specifically, under the heading , Pt'ocessing

Lintitations and Selective Attentioru, I discuss the way in which interference effects may

provide insights regarding both limitations of human cognitive processing and

meclranisms of selective attention. Next, under the heading, Theoretical Accounts of the

Stroop Effect,I provide a summary of the ground-breaking work of J. R. Stroop (1935)

who first reported that participants are slow to name an ink colour when it is paired with

a incongruous colour word, and discuss the various theoretical accounts that have been

suggested to explain this phenomenon. Finally, under the headings, The Auditoty Stroop

Effect and A Nonverbal Audítory Stroop Effect,I discuss modifications of Stroop's

paradigm that have been used to investigate interfelence effects in the auditory domain,

and the rationale for hypothesizing that a nonverbal version of this effect may occur. As

well, I present two experiments, that in combination, shed new light on these matters.

Processing Lintitalions and Selective Attentiott

Our cognitive system places strict limits on the ability to process information.

Usually, the amount of sensory input available at any given moment considerably
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exceeds the amount of i¡formation that can be processed in detail. This processing

li¡ritation formed a central component of some of the earliest investigations of cognitive

psychologists. The practical impoñance of this issue motivated the first studies of

selective attention. During World War II, there was keen interest in understanding the

information processing abilities of radar operators and of airplane pilots who were

required to monitor multiple stimulus inputs. Broadbent (1954, 1958) used a dichotic

listening task to simulate processing of information from multiple sources to try to

understand this problem.

Broadbenr (195S) presented participants with a sheet of paper divided into

numbered sections. Within the numbered sections, different shapes (a circle or a ctoss)

were printed. Participants were required to use this sheet to answer questions that were

presented through headphones. For example, the participant could have been asked; "Is

there a circle in section one?", and the participant would answer "Yes" or "No"' When

only one question was presented at a time, participants had near perfect performance.

However, when two questions were presented simultaneously in different charurels (i'e.,

in different ears), such as "Is there a cross in section 1?" and "Is there a circle in section

5?", response accuracy decreased signihcantly for both questions. This finding led

Broadbent to wonder whether the difficulty in answering questions presented

sim¡ltaneousiy was due to a sensory limitation or to a central processing lilnitation.

Specifically, since the questions entered the ears at the same time in the dual-task

condition, the inputs rnight have masked one another at the sensory level. Altematively,

interference might have originated at a higher level of cognitive processing. Specifically,
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participants l-rad difficulty either in processing the meaning of the two questions presented

sirnultaneously or in generating a respollse to both questions.

In a¡ effort to distinguish between the influence of sensory and central

mechanisms on a divided-attention task, Broadbent (1958) altemately presented words

from each question, ensuring no sensory overlap between the two messages. If the

difficulty in answering two questions presented simultaneously resulted from the

messages entering the ears at the same time, then eliminating overlap should have

allowed participants to perform quite well. However, Broadbent found that alternating the

messages led to the same, poor, level of performance as when the words from both

questions were presented simultaneor,rsly. These results appear to reveal a constraint on

the ability of people to perform multiple tasks separate from sensory influences. At the

time, this demonstration of a central limitation ûr human information-processing

represented a most important contribution to the emerging field of cognitive psychology'

Just as Broadbent was inspired to study the demands on cognitive resources

placed on radar operators, some researchets today study the attentional demands faced by

air traffic controllers (Rantanen & Levinthal, 2005). Disasters have been known to occur

when the cognitive demands placed on air traff,rc controllers exceed their capacity to

process information. ln one such instanceinIgT6, one air traffic controller in the former

yugoslavia was responsible for simultaneously monitoring 11 aircraft. Unfortunately, the

attentional demands of the task exceeded the controller's capacity to deal with the

informatio¡ and two of these planes collided, killing 176 passengers and crew (Barber,

1988). Similar examples abonnd (Pape, wiegmann, & Shappell, 2001; Pounds,

Scarborough & Shappell, 2000; Shappell & Wiegmann,1996,2000)'
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Although not everyone is responsible for the safety of passengers on an airplane,

information processing limitations do affect everyone. Performance of any task may be

impaired if the attentional demands of that task exceed the cognitive resources that are

currently available (e.g., Kahneman, 1973). For example, errors in driving are more likely

to occur when some attentional resources are simultaneously allocated to another task'

Researchers have confirmed this source of impaired driving in the laboratory,

demonstrating that talking on a cell phone can seriously disrupt the ability to obey traffic

nrles (Strayer, Drews, & Johnston,2003; Strayer & Johnston, 2001). ln geueral, when a

secondary task reduces the availability of cognitive resources, performance of a primary

task is often impailed (Bookbinder & Osman, I979; Broadbent, 1958; Craik, Govoni,

Naveh-Benjamin, & Anderson,1996; Long, 1977; Rinder, 1974). Drivers who choose to

engage in secondary tasks rnay well endanger their own lives as well as the lives of

irurocent bystanders.

It appears that several factors, such as sleep deprivation and drug and alcohol

intoxication,may reduce an individual's capacity to process information (e'g',

Liebenna¡, Tharion, Shukitt-Hale, Speckman, & Tulley, 2002; Pilcher & Walters, 1997;

Taylor & McFatter,2003; Thomasius eta\.,2003). For instance, it appears that driving

while sleep-deprived can be as dangerous as driving while performing additional tasks.

For example, in the United States from 1989 to 1993, fatigue was ruled to be a

contributing factor in 56,000 car crashes , I,544 of these with fatalities, (Knipling &

Wang, Ig94). Drug and alcohol intoxication also seem to reduce an individual's capacity

to process information (Mitchell, 1985; Moskowitz & McGlothhn,l974). This evidence

suggests that the capacity to process information is not fixed. Alertness, drug, and alcohol
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intoxication are just a few of the factors that seem to reduce the overall capacity of an

individual to process irtformation.

Although there is a lirnitation in processing information, this problem may be

parlially overcome by selective attention to one or more stimulus inputs to the exclusion

of others. Of course, if people could completely block processing of ir-relevant

ilformation, all processing resources would be allocated to the primary task, with none

being consumed by other sources of input. Nevertheless, it is easy to generate real-life

examples that reveal that the ability of people to avoid processing irrelevant information

is less than perfect. For example, any student who has sat in a lecture hall will know how

hard it is to ignore nearby disruptive, talkative students. Even though the student knows

the conversation is irrelevant, and that paying attention to it will impair their ability to

follow the lecture, their attention may still be drawn to the conversation. Similarly, if

people try to attend to multiple tasks at once, such as the air traffic controller who was

required to monitor 11 aircraft, then attentional resources will be divided among the tasks

and as a result performance will also be impaired.

Researchers have sought to identify the factors that determine whether irrelevant

information will dismpt performance of a relevant task. The dichotic listening task

(Broadberrt, 1958; Cherry, 1953; Moray, 1959) provided one of the earliest methods for

identifying the features that make a relevant message difficult to attend to, and an

irrelevant message difficult to ignore. In this task, participants typically wear headphones

with different messages presented to each ear. In the selective attention version of this

task, the participant repeats aloud, or "shadows," one message, while ignoring the other

message. Research has demonstrated that the selective attention task becomes more
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difficult when the unattended message is physically similar to the attended message,

either in spatial location (Cheny, 1953) or acoustic similarity based on bandwidth

filtering (Spieth, Curtis, & Webster,lg54). Shadowing efficiency has also been shown to

decrease as the semantic similarity of the attended and unattended messages increases

(Poulton, 1953; Webster & Thompson,1954).

Cherry (1953) demonstrated that participants could not completely ignore

information in an unattended channel. in his study, participants performed a dichotic

listening task in which they shadowed one message while ignoring another. At some

poi¡t during each trial, the message in the unattended ear could either switch language,

speaker gender, or become reverse speech. Although participants were not able to repoft

the semantic content of the message from the unattended ear, they were able to repofi

when the gender of the voice changed; and when questioned, lnany also noticed

sornething 'odd' when the message changed to reverse speech. If participants had entirely

blocked out the irrelevant information, then detecting even a change in voice should have

been impossible. Further, research by Moray (1959) revealed that participants were

frequently able to hear their own name in the unattended message, suggesting that the

salience of the information in the unattended ear can be an important detenninant of

whether or not it will be detected. Wood and Cowan (1995) replicated Moray's result, but

found that participants only heard their name in the ignored message about 35o/o of the

time. Thus, even when information in the unattended channel is as salient as one's own

name, it will not always be detected. In any event, this evidence demonstrates that people

can not always completely ignore irrelevant information
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In a further demonstration of the inability to completely block processing of

iryelevant information, Treisman (1960) had participants shadow a meaningful message

in one ear, but then switched the message to the unattended ear part way through the trial

(the meaningful message is indicated by italics). For example, a participant might be

presented with"Wile we were talking she would conte and go with rapid glances at us

leaving on her passage atx intpression of grace and is idiotic idea of almost there is

cabbage a horse" in the to-be-shadowed ear, and "The camera shop and boyhood friend

from fish screamed loudly singing men and then it was jumping in the ltee charm and a

clistittct suggestion of watct{ulness." in the to-be-ignored ear. Participants sometimes

shadowed the semantically connected text even though this meant that their attention

switched frorn one channel to the other. Surprisingly, participants who did shadow the

semantically comected text were often not aware that they had switched the ear they

were shadowing. This finding shows that information in the unattended channel was

processed to the level of semantics and that some people have a tendency to use verbal

meaning to guide the focus of auditory attention. Whereas such a bias rnay facilitate

coherent processing of conversations, it may also interfere with attempts to treat a source

of information as irrelevant on the basis of a physical difference alone. Thus, an apparent

difficulty in ignoring semantic content impairs the ability to perfonn the primary task of

shadowing the attended message.

The Stroop effect is a well-known phenomenon in visual information processing

that also provides evidence that it can be difficult to ignore semantic content. Participants

in Stroop's (i935) original study were required to name the colour of ink in which words

were printed. In some conditions, colour words were presented in an ink colour with
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which they were inconsistent. For example, participants could be presented with the word

"red" printed in green ink with the requirement to respond "green". Stroop conducted

three experiments in his classic study. The stimuli consisted of four cards with 100 words

pri¡ted on each card. The two experimental cards were comprised of colour words

printed in incongruent ink colours. The two control cards were comprised either of colour

words printed in black ink or of coloured rectangles. Stroop measured the total amount of

time required to read a list of words or to name the ink colour of a list of items.

Interference was measured as the difference in reading or naming times between the

experimental and control cards.

In the first of Stroop's experiments, participants were to read the colour words

aloud, while ignoring the incorrgruent ink colour. In this case, the control cards included

only colour words presented in black ink, thereby providing the baseline for reading

colour words in the absence of any inconsistent colour information. Stroop found no

significant difference in the time required to read words in the experimental and control

conditions. Therefore, he concluded that colour processing does not interfere with word

reading. In the second experiment, participants were required to name the ink colour,

while ignoring an incongruent colour word. For this experiment, the control cards

included only coloured rectangles, thereby providing a baseline for colour naming in the

absence of any inconsistent word information. Stroop found a significant amount of

interference for naming the ink colour when it was presented in the context of

incongruent colour words. This effect of irrelevant word meaning on natning the ink

colour of words is appropriately now known as the Stroop effect.
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What would cause the asymmetric pattem of interference that Stroop (1935)

observed? If ilterference resulted simply frorn the presence of a stirnulus dinension that

conflicts with tlie appropriate response, then there should have been equal interference

for both the word reading and colour naming tasks. one explanation may be derived from

Cattell's (1886) demonstration that words are read faster than colours are named.

According to cattell (1886, p. 65), "this is because, in the case of words and letters, the

association between the idea and name has taken place so often that the process has

become automatic, whereas in the case of colors and pictures we must by a voluntary

effort choose the name" (see Posner & Snyder, 1975; Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977 for

similar views on an automatic/voluntary distinction). From this point of view, the Stroop

effect occurs because of a difference in the atnount of practice people have with word

readi¡g versus colour naming. Stroop's asyrnmetric pattetn of interference would be

expected because the process of word reading brings to rnind a colour label faster than

does the process of colour naming. As a result, the need to resolve interference between

two conflicting responses would only occur when the task is colour naming' When the

task is word reading, the correct response could be generated and produced before

interference from an inconsistent ink colour occured'

To test this idea, Stroop (1935) conducted a third experiment in which

participants practiced naming colours for eight days. He reasoned that if the asyntnetric

pattem of results apparent in the previotts experiments was due to more practice with

word reading than with colour naming, then extended practice with colour naming should

have reduced the amount of interference by the end of the eight day training session'

Again, interference was measured by the difference in time to name the ink colour of
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incongruent rvords or of rectangles. Over eight days of training, interference did indeed

decrease from 49.6 fo 32.8 seconds. Therefore, while practice with colour naming

reduced the degree of interference, the inconsisteut colour word still had a substantial

effect on colour naming performance. However, it is important to note that participants

only practiced colour narning for eight days, whereas they had a lifetime of word reading

experience. It is possible, then, that additional practice may have equated the speed of

word reading and of colour naming, and the Stroop effect may have been elirninated.

Interestingly, not orily did Stroop demonstrate the effect of practice on colour

¡aming, but he also demonstrated a reverse Stroop effect in which ink colour interfered

with word reading. Specifically, after eight days of practicing colour-naming, participants

were slower to read words printed in inconsistent ink colours than they were on day one.

Taken together, Stroop interpreted his results as supporting a differential practice

account. That is, reading is much more practiced than naming colours and this difference

in practice is responsible for the asymmetric pattern of interference. However, Stroop's

account is only one of several competing explanations of the effect he discovered. The

next section provides a detailed discussion of the most dominant accouuts of the Stroop

effect.

Theoretical Accounts of tlze Stroop Effect

When oliginally published, Stroop's experiments did not have a great impact. It

was not until Broadbent and other researchers began investigating selective attention that

the irnportance of Stroop's experiments came to be recognized. The broader significance

of Stroop's research arises from the clear illustration his studies provide that the ability of
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people to attend selectively is limited. The Stroop effect, therefore, provides a model

demonstration of the inability of people to completely ignore irrelevant information.

What makes this point most convincingly is that, in this circumstance, the failure to

ignore irrelevant information impairs performance of the relevant, primary task.

Relative Speed of Processine Account

The modem theoretical account most consistent with Stroop's own interpretation

of his data is the relative speed of processing approach (Macleod, 1991). This account

assuûìes that word reading is a faster process than colour naming, as demonstrated by

Cattell (1886) and Fraisse (1969). It is further assumed that there is a limited-capacity

response channel in which responses enter an output channel one at a time, with order

determined by speed of entry. According to this account, given that people read words

more quickly than they name colours, the response from word reading is available before

the response from colour naming. The reason that interference occurs when colour

naming is required is because of the time required to resolve the conflicting responses.

That is, if word reading is faster than colour naming, then the response generated from

word reading will generally be accessed first, and some time will be required to reject

that response when it is incorrect.

One prediction based on the speed of processing account is that the Stroop effect

should be reduced by any factor that slows word reading or speeds colour naming. Using

this logic, Dunbar and Macleod (1984) presented words printed either iu a normal

orientation or upside-dowu and backwards. Presenting words upside-down and

backwards should slow word reading, making that process more similar in speed to

colour naming. If speed of word processing is the critical factor in the Stroop effect, then
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¡ormally oriented words should produce a much larger Stroop effect than upside-down

and backwards words. However, contrary to this prediction, Dunbar and Macleod (198a)

found that words presented upside-down and backwards produced as large a Stroop effect

as words presented in a normal orientation. This counterintuitive finding directly

challenges the speed ofprocessing account.

Automaticit)¡ Account

The automaticity account of the Stroop effect is based on the assumptions that

there is an attentional resource limitation, and that cognitive processes differ in the

amount of resources lequired. According to Schneider and Shiffrin (I977), there are two

levels of cognitive processing: automatic and controlled. Automatic processing is

associated with tasks that are highly practiced, such as word reading. This type of

processing is effortless and can be performed unconsciously. In addition, automatic

processing can occur in parallel. That is, people can process multiple inputs

simultaneously. In contrast, controlled ptocessing is associated with difficult or

unfamiliar tasks such as identifying ink colour in a Stroop paradigm' This type of

processing requires substantial mental effort and must be performed consciously. As a

result, controlled processing is carried out in a serial manner in that only one item can be

processed at a time.

In their classic study, Schneider and Shiffrin manipulated both task difficulty and

set size. The participants were presented a rapid sequence of 20 frames. On each fratne,

there were four sections, each of wliich could contain a letter, a number, or a set of dots.

At the beginning of each trial, participants were insttucted to look for between one and
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four targets among a distractor set of between one and four itetns. At the end of the trials,

parlicipa¡ts were required to decide if the target or targets had been presented' For

example, a parlicipant could be required to look for the target letters A, B, Y, and Z'

After the frames were presented, the participant would answer whether any of the four

targets had been presented. The difficulty of the task was defined both by the size of the

set of target letters and by the relationship between target and distractor sets' In a

consistent mapping condition, tnembers of one category (e.g', letters) were always the

targets, and members of another category (e.g., numbers) were always the distractors' In a

varied mapping condition, members of either of two categories (numbers or letters) could

be a target or a distractor on any given trial.

Schneider and Shiffri¡ found that, with practice, the accuracy of detecting targets

in the consistent mapping condition was independent of both the number of targets and

the number of distractors. As previously mentioned, the ability to process information in

parallel is one of the characteristics of automatic processing. In contrast, even with the

salre amount of practice, the acculacy of detecting targets in the varied mapping

condition decreased as size of the target set increased. In this case, participants could not

perform the search automatically (i.e., in parallel) because the targets for one trial could

become distractors on the next trial. This result is characteristic of controlled processing

in that each item must be processed in a serial fashion'

According to the automaticity account of the Stroop effect, our extensive practice

r-eading words has led to this process becoming automatic. ln contrast, because we are not

often required to name the colour of objects, colour naming is a controlled process' Given

this fundamental difference between these two processes, the asymmetric pattem of
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Stroop interference is not surprising (Macleod, 1991). In a typical Stroop display,

parlicipants caruiot avoid reading a word, even thougli doing so may impair their

performance. In contrast, when required to tead a word, participants do not automatically

process the colour of irú in which a word is printed'

One assumption of the automaticity explanation is that, when controlled and

automatic processes lead to conflicting responses, the controlled process should not

interfere with the automatic process. Automatic processes produce responses effortlessly,

making them immune to conflict from a process that must be initiated deliberately under

conscious control. Conversely, an automatic process will interfere with a controlled

process (Macleod, 1991). Because responses derived from an automatic process will be

ge¡erated more quickly than responses generated by a controlled process, there will be

opportunity for response conflict to occur. A further assumption of the automaticity

account is that extensive practice can reduce the attentional resources required to perform

it. If this is tme, then extensive practice with colour naming should cause colour

processing to interfere with word naming in the same way that word processing has been

shown to interfere with colour naming in the Stroop task. As discussed above, the results

obtained by Stroop (1935) when he gave participants eight days of practice in colour

narning appear to support this prediction because word reading was slower after eight

days of practice than it had been initially. This suggests that with extensive practice,

inconsistent ink colour impaired performance on word reading.

Macleod and Dunbar (1988) sought to test whether practice with colour naming

can increase its interference with word naming. They trained participants to associate a

specific colour name with each of four unique shapes. On 'congruent' trials, participants
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were presented with the shape plinted in the same colour as the colour name with which

it was associated. For example, the shape that was paired with the name 'blue' would be

printed in blue ink. O¡ 'incongruent' trials, participants were presented with a shape that

was printed in a different colour than the colour name with which it was paired. For

example, the shape that was paired with the name 'blue' would be printed in red ink.

participants were tested on both their speed in identifying the colour of the shapes (colour

naming task) and in naming the colour they had been taught to associate with the shape

(associate generation task).

Early on in the experiment, parlicipants were particularly slow to perfonn the

associate generation task when shape colour was incongruent. However, participants

r.vere not slow to perfonn the colour naming task when the colour associated with the

shape was inconsistent. This is not particularly surprising given that colour naming would

be a much more practiced task than the associate generation task. This finding is

consistent with the autornaticity account in that a process that requires relatively rnore

attentional resources does not interfere with a process that requires less attentional

resources. However, halfway through the experiment, performance on incongruent trials

was found to be equally poor whether the task required colour naming or associate

generation. Moreover, by the end of the experiment, whereas performance on the

associate generation task was actually equivalent on incongruent and congruent trials,

speed of colour naming was still impaired on incongruent trials. These findings support

the second prediction of the automaticity approach; namely, that the associate generation

task should i¡terfere with colour naming as it became increasingly automatic.

presumably, with practice, the associate generation task actually became more
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automaticized than the colour naming task. Thus, Macleod and Dunbar's (1988) findings

suggest that interference effects are influenced by practice. Specificaily, the amount and

direction of interference is determined, at least in paft, by the relative automaticity of the

relevant and irrelevant tasks.

The automaticity account is based on the notion that Stroop interference is caused

by the autornaticity of word reading. Therefore, another prediction that can be drawn

from this explanation is that the Stroop effect should occur when a colour word and an

ink colour are presented concurrently but are spatially separated. Specifically, if words

are read automatically, then the spatial integration of the ink colour and the word should

not be required to produce the Stroop effect. To test this prediction, Kahneman and Henik

(Experiment 3, 1981) designed an experiment in which two words, one a colour name

(red, pink, blue, or green) and one a neutral word (most, cute, shoe, or long) were

presented on either side of a f,rxation cross. One of the words appeared in white, and the

other was presented in one of four colours (red, pink, blue, or green). The participants'

task was to name the ink colour of the word that was not printed in white.

The critical manipulation in this experirnent was whether the colour word or the

neutral word was printed in coloured ink. According to the automaticity account, if word

reading is strongly automatic, then the magnitude of the Stroop effect should be

equivalent regardless of whether the ink colour was presented in the context of a neutral

word or of a colour word because both words were presented simultaneously.

Surprisingly, however, interference was only observed when the coloured ink was

presented in the context of a colour word. Kahnemau and Henik (1981) interpreted their

hndings as challenging the view that word reading is strongly automatic. Rather, they
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suggested that the interference observed resulted from the ailocation ofspatial attention

to the word presented in coloured ink, and not from the automatic reading of both words'

If both words had been read automatically, then there should have been the same

magnitude of the Stroop effect regardless of which word was presented in coloured ink'

The fact that there was no stroop effect when the neutral word was presented in coloured

ink suggests that the colour word was not read on these trials.

Besner and Stolz (1999) provided additional evidence challenging the assumption

that word reading is strongly automatic. In their study, participants were required to name

the colour of a single letter within colour words that otherwise were printed in white'

Besner and Stolz (1999) found that the Stroop effect can be eliminated by requiring

participants to name the colour of a single letter. The study reported by Kahneman and

Henik (19S1) suggests that attention should be drawn to the location of the distracting

colour word before the Stroop effect can be obseñ¡ed. This condition was met in Besner

and Stolz's procedure because participants were required to direct attention to the

location of the word in order to name the colour of one of its letters. Thus, even when

spatial attention is drawn to a colour word, there are situations in which that word will

not interfere with colour naming. This finding is problematic for an explanation of the

Stroop effect that emphasizes interference caused by automatic word reading'

Motivated by Besner and Stolz's (1999) research, Danziger, Estevez and Mari-

Beffa (l})L)investigated the effect of the location of a single coloured letter on the

mag'itude of Stroop interference. They measured the amount of interference that resulted

from colouring an entire colour word, its first, middle, or last letter' These researchers

found that the amount of Stroop interference did not depend on whether participants \¡/ere
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required to name the colour of the entire word or of only the last letter (52 ms vs' 63 ms,

respectirrely). However, both of these conditions produced significantly more interference

than when participants were required to name the ink colour of either the first or middle

le6er (Z311ls vs. 32 ms,respectively). If words were read completely automatically, then

interference from word reading should have been equivalent in all four conditions. If

word reading cannot be considered an automatic process, then it is difficult to sustain the

explanation of the Stroop effect provided by the automaticity account.

Even though there are problems with both the speed of processing and the

automaticity accounts, any explanation of the Stroop effect must incorporate at least

so¡re of their premises. Specifically, it appears clear that the requirement to ignore words

in the Stroop task must conflict with a lifetime of experience reading words' Studies by

Stroop (1935) and Macleod and Dunbar (1988) reveal that a task that does not normally

cause interference can be made to do so with extensive practice. In addition, the notion

that some processes require fewer attentional resources than others is often a useful

heuristic. Although it may be possible to design situations that reduce the influence of

word reading, it seems clear that people read words relatively automatically despite any

intentions to do otherwise. Indeed, the Stroop effect could not occur at all if people could

avoid word reading whenever they wished. It also appears that people generate colour

labels less automatically than they identify words. Interference from an incongruent ink

colour on word readipg is minimal to non-existent (Macleod, 1991; Stroop, 1935)' It

appears that people can avoid processing colour identity if it is not relevant to the curent

task. Thus, the best approach to finding an accurate theoretical explanation of the Stroop

effect might be to seek comlnon ground between the speed of processing and
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automaticity accounts. Both accounts treat the source of interference as arising from

differential experience with word reading and colour naming. At a more basic level, this

makes the Stroop effect an example of how performancemay be impaired when prior

learni¡g is inappropriate for current task demands. Thus, the Stroop effect may fall under

a broader category of Transfer-Inappropriate Processing (or TIP, see Neill & Mathis,

1998; Wood & Milliken, 1998).

Stroop Interference and the Proportion-Conqruent Effect

One model of the Stroop effect which incorporates aspects of both the speed of

processing account and the automaticity account is the parallel distributed processing

model (or PDP model) proposed by Cohen, Dunbar, and McClelland (1990). One of the

tenets of this model is that colour naming and word reading have separate pathways that

both lead to a response mechanism. Further, a mechanism within the PDP rnodel

minimizes response conflict by modulating the strength of the colour naming and word

reading pathways. Specif,rcally, when faced with interference between the responses

generated by colour naming and by word naming which arises when incongruent colour

words are presented, the mechanism adjusts by strengthening the pathway responsible for

processing ink colour and weakening the pathway responsible for processing word

ide¡tity. As a consequence, if this interference occurs often across trials, then the

magnitude of Stroop interference should be reduced. Suppression of word reading will

cause the identity of incongruent colour words to have relatively less influence on

response generation. This prediction is consistent with the common observation that the

magnitude of the Stroop effect decreases as the proportion of incongruent trials within an
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experimental session increases (see Lindsay & Jacoby,1994; Logan, i980; Logan &

Zbrodoff,1979;Lowe & Mitterer,1982; Shor, 1975; Tzelgov, Henik, & Berger, 1992).

This finding is known as the 'proportion-congruent effect' (Logan, 1980). The model

proposed by Cohen et al. (1990) is based on the assumption that the proportion-congruent

effect occurs because the extent to rvhich participants allow word reading to contribute to

response selection is reduced (see also West, 1999). By this view, if incongruent trials are

coûunon across the experiment, then the contribution of word reading will be reduced

relative to when incongruent trials are less common.

A similar approach was adopted by Lindsay and Jacoby (1994) who proposed that

the Stroop effect occurs because the independent processes of word reading and colour

naming operate simultaneously to produce a response. By using a deadline procedure and

a process dissociation method, these researchers attempted to quantify the separate

contributions of word reading and colour processing to performance of the Stroop task.

The deadline plocedure requires that participants respond to an item within a specific

time period (an 800 ms time limit was used in their study; responses that were not made

before the deadline were not analyzed).

In order to quantify the relative contribution of word reading and colour naming

to performance, Lindsay and Jacoby (1994) measured the accuracy of responding on

congruent and incongruent trials, rather than the conventional rnethod of measuring

response latencies. They used the following equation to predict performance on

congruent trials: p(correctlcongruent) : p(Word Response) + p(Colour Response) -

fp(Word Response) x p(Colour Response)]. This equation is based on the recognition that

a correct response to a congruent item can be derived from either the colour naming
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process or the word reading process. In contrast, they used a different equation to predict

performance on incongruent trials: p(conectlincongruent) : p(Colour Response) x l1-

p(Word Response)]. This equation is based on the recognition that a corect response on

an incougruent item will only be produced if participants rely on the colour naming

process.

The validity of usi¡g these equations to compute the separate contributions of

word reading and colour naming depends on the assumption that these two processes ale

independent. Thus, the purpose of Lindsay and Jacoby's most relevant experiment was to

obtain evidence of a dissociation between word reading and colour naming' They

reasoned that degrading the colour of Stroop items would reduce the contribution of

colout naming, while leaving the contribution of word reading unchanged' There were

two colour conditions; bright and dull. Relative to the bright colour condition, in the dull

colour condition each of the five colours used in the experiment (black, blue, green, red'

and brown) was degraded such that it was harder to distinguish between them' There

were an equal number of congruent and incongruent items presented' Control items

consisted of a string of slrnbols (%%%%%) printed in one of the five colours'

Participants were required to name the ink colour aloud as quickly as possible within the

800 ms deadline. An experimenter coded the responses aS accurate or inaccurate'

The proportion of accurate responses was compared lor responses that occurred at

speeds between 600 ms and 800 ms. starting at reaction times (RTs) over 600 ms, the

likelihood of making a correct response was plotted at 50 ms intervals (600-649 ms, 650-

699 ms, and so on). In the bright colour condition, there was an as)¡rnmetrical pattem of

interference and facilitation r.vith more interference on incongruent trials than there was
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facilitation on congruent trials. However, there is the possibility of ceiling effects at the

slorvest response interual (800 ms). Specifically, at the longest response interual,

parlicipants performed equivalently on congruent and control items' Therefore, the rest of

the analysis only looked at the fastest response interval (600 ms). Participants were

significantly more accurate at narning colours in the bright colour condition than in the

dull colour condition, and, again, an asymmetrical pattem of interference and facilitation

was apparent. participants were about 40% less likely to accurately name the colour of

incongment items than of control items, but only about 10olo more accurate at naming the

colour of congruent items than of control items. In the dull colour condition, however' the

amount of interference that occurred on incongruent trials closely matched the amount of

facilitation obserued on congruent trials (about 75o/o tn both cases). Accurate responses

faster than 600 ms were rarely observed on either the incongruent or the control trials and

were therefore excluded from the analysis.

Using the formulas described above, Lindsay and Jacoby (1994, Experiment 2)

calculated the relative contribution of colour naming and word reading to performance in

the two conditions. Colour naming contributed less to performance in the dull colour

condition than in the bright colour condition. ln addition, degrading the word colour had

no affect on the contribution of rvord reading. These results demonstrate a process-

dissociation i¡ that ma¡ipulation of colour quality was found to affect colour naming but

not word reading. Lindsay and Jacoby therefore interpreted this result as providing

support for the independent contribution of colour naming and word reading to

performance in the StrooP task.
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In a follow-up experiment, Lindsay and Jacoby (lggL,Experiment 3) manipulated

the proporlion of congruent items, taking advantage of the proportion-congruent effect

(Loga', 1980), in an attempt to generate additional evidence of the independence of word

reading and colour naming. In the 'mostly congruent' condition, participants were

presented with 100 congruent items, 20 incongruent items, and20 control items. ln the

'mostly incongruent' condition, participants were presented with 20 congruent items' 100

incongruent items, and 20 control items. Participants were about l4o/o more likely to

make an error on incongruent trials than on control trials in the 'mostly incongruent'

condition. ln contrast, in the 'mostly congruent' condition, interference was mtlch higher,

witlr the likelihood of making an error 42o/o grealer on incongruent trials than on control

trials. Overall, relative to control trials, participants were more accurate on congruent

trials, but this advantage was approxirnately equal for the 'rnostly congrLlent' and 'mostly

incongruent' conditions. That is, accuracy on congruent trials was not affected by the

probability maniPulation'

Calculation of the contributions of word reading and colour naming indicated that

the colour naming process was not affected by manipulating the proportion of congruent

trials. However, the contribution of word reading was significantly higher in the mostly

corrgruent condition. Lindsay and Jacoby (Igg4) interpreted their findings as suggesting

that participants relied less on the word reading process to generate responses in the

mostly incongruent condition than in the mostly congruent condition. In contrast,

contribution of the colour naming process was unaffected by the proportion of congruent

trials. This process-dissociation provided further support for Lindsay and Jacoby's claim
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that word reading and colour naming occur simultaneously and contribute independently

to perfonlance of the StrooP task

one of the assumptions of cohen et al.'s (1990) parallel distributed processing

model is that the likelihood of encountering incongruent items across the experimental

session modulates the relative strength of the colour naming and word reading processes'

This modulation occurs on each trial in Ïesponse to an assessment of the amount of

response conflict that originated from word processing. The word reading process will be

stronger when the probability of congruent items is high, and weaker when the

probability of congruent items is low. From this perspective, the amount of Stroop

interference that occurs on any trial is determined by changes in the strength of the word

reading and colour naming processes caused by response conflict experienced on all

preceding trials.

Jacoby, Lindsay, and Hessels (Experiment 2B, 2003) tested this account in a

recent article in which they manipulated the proportion of congruent trials for particular

colours. specifically, the colour words "blue" and "yellow" were presented in a

congruent ink colour 80% of the time (Mostly congment items), and the words "white"

and,,green" \¡/ere presented in an incongruent ink colour 80% of the time (Mostly

Incongruent items). Across the experimental session, however, the proportion of

incongruent trials was 50%. Control items consisted of a string of coloured syrnbols

(%%%%%). Items were presented one at a time, and participants were required to name

the ink colour aloud within 550 ms or the item disappeared and the screen would flash

black. The dependent measure was the accuracy with which the ink colour was correctly

named within the deadline. Responses over 550 ms were not included in the analysis'
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is a different phenomenon than the visnal Stroop effect. Specifically, he claimed that the

auditory Stroop effect was an arlifact of shadowing spoken words' In Dyer's view tire

difference in perfonnance between the congruent and incongruent trials, such as the

results observed by Hamers and Lambeft (1972), might simply occur due to participants

shadowi¡g the correct response provided by words on congruent trials. Whereas

shadowing words on congruent trials would lead to fast and accurate performance, doing

so on incongruent trials would lead to an error. In fact, in Hamers and Larnbert (1972)

experiment, incougtuent trials had an error rate of thirty percent, compared to only six

percent in the congruent condition. Dyer (1973) interpreted the differential error rates in

Hanrers and Lamberl's (1972) sttdy as supporting the notion that participants were

shadowing the spoken r,vords.

Obviously, this tendency to shadow could not have occuned on all trials, since

participants did accurately categorize the pitch of spoken words on 7 0o/o of incongruent

trials. Even so, if participants did shadow the words on some portion of trials, then a

response time benefit would be observed on congruent trials. The possibility that the

auditory Stroop effect is merely an artifact of shadowing seriously undermines the

proposal that a corrmon underlying mechanism is responsible for auditory and visual

Stroop effects.

Green a¡d Barber (1981) sought to test Dyer's account by determining whether an

auditory Stroop effect could be obserued when participants were required to make a

judgrne¡t about the gender of a speaker's voice. In this study, the words 'man', 'girl',

,mill', and 'game' were recorded when spoken by both a male and a female. In this case'

incongruent Stroop stimuli wele represented by the words 'marì' or 'girl' spoken by a
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voice from the opposite gender (male versus female). Congruent Stroop stimuli were

defined by a match between the meaning of a word and the gender of the voice in which

it was spoken (e.g., the word 'girl' spoken in a female voice). 'Pseudo-congntent' trials

were defined by a match between the ñrst letter of a control word and the first letter of a

response. For example, the word 'mill' spoken in a male voice would be a pseudo-

congruent trial because the first letter 'tn' matched the first letter of the correct response.

'pseudo-incongruent' trials were defined by a mismatch between the first letter of a

control word and the first letter of a response. For example, the word 'mill' spoken in a

female voice would be a pseudo-incongruent trial because the first letter of the word, 'l-n',

matched the first letter of the incorrect response. Responses were made rnanually by

pressing buttons labeled 'man' or 'girl'.

Green and Barber (1981) found that participants were significantly slower (by 59

ms) to respond on incongruent Stroop trials compared with congruent Stroop trials. Thus,

for example, responding 'man' when the word 'girl' was spoken by a male voice tended

to result in slower respotlses than making the same respollse when the word 'man' was

spoken by a male voice. This finding, then, replicated the earliel auditory Stroop effect

(Hamers & Lambert,IgT2). However, faster responding on congrllent trials in Green and

Barber's (1981) experiment could not rule out Dyer's (1973) proposal that the auditoly

Stroop effect was an artifact of shadowirlg on congruent trials. It was still possible that on

congruent trials the participants were shadowing the correct response. Therefole, any

difference between congruent and incongruent trials could have resulted from speeded

responding on congruent trials rather than from interference from conflicting information

on incongruent trials.
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Unfortunately, Green and Barber's (1981) results are diff,icult to intelpret because

they failed to provide any error rates. However, contrary to Dyer's explanation of the

auditory Stroop effect, participants were also 26 ms slower to respond on pseudo-

incongruent trials than on pseudo-congruent trials. This 'pseudo-Stroop' effect could not

have resulted from shadowing. The responses 'mill' and 'game' were not options, so

shadowing these responses would not have led to artihcially fast correct responses on

pseudo-congruent trials. Similar observations of a pseudo-Stroop effect have been

obsewed in the visual Stroop task' For instance, Dalrl'mple-Alford (1972) found that

participants experienced interference when the first letter of a non-colour word distractor

matched the first letter of a possible response. Consider the word 'boat' printed in red

ink. In this case, the first letter of the word coresponds to the response 'blue',

contributing a source of conflict that can slow responses. The fact that both visual and

auditory Stroop tasks ploduce pseudo-Stroop effects provides some evidence that similar

mechanisms may underlie them.

Although Green and Barber's (1981) observation of an auditory pseudo-Stroop

effect offers some evidence that the auditory Stroop effect shares a common cause with

the visual Stroop effect, it does not entirely address Dyer's criticism that previous

auditory Stroop effects were an arlifact of shadowing. Green and Barber (1981)

specifically tested Dyer's account by seeking to prevent any possibility that shadowing of

the spoke¡ words could lead to correct responses on congruent trials. This goal was not

rnet by their demonstration of a pseudo-stroop effect. Green and Barber's (1981)

distractor words (mill and game) wele analogous to those used by Dalrynple-Alford
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(lg7Z) in that they only indirectly rnismatched with the response categories (man and

girl) because of a similarity in the first letter.

h this experiment, Green and Barber instructed participants to judge the voice in

wliich each word was spoken as belonging to either 'Dave' or 'Joan' rather than to 'man'

or 'girl'. Witli this procedure, slower responses on incongruent trials could not be

attributed to shadowing the word on congruent trials because there was no overlap

between any of the words and possible responses. The use of the semantically-related

category labels reduced the magnitude of the Stroop effect (26 ms cornpared to 59 ms),

but it was still significant. However, the pseudo-Stroop effect was unaffected by the

change in labeling, and was not significantly different from the Stroop effect (35 ms

conrpared to 26 nis). Interestingly, Harrison and Boese (1976) observed a similar

reduction in the Stroop effect for semantically-related responses using the visual Stroop

task. In their study, participants were required to respond 'blood', 'Sun', 'grass',

'chocolate', 'sky', or 'coal' fur words presented in either red, yellow, green, brown, blue,

or black i¡k respectively. This experiment produced small, but signif,rcant, Stroop

interference.

Taken together, tl-re experiments by Green and Barber (1981) plovide an

illustration of the auditory Stroop effect which can not be attributed merely to shadowing

on congruent trials. In addition, the possibility that auditory and visual Stroop effects

arise from the same mechanism is strengthened by demonstrations of both auditoly and

visual pseudo-stroop effects in which slower responses occur when the first letter of a

word differs from the first letter of a potential response (Dalrymple-Alford, 1972; Green

& Barber, 1981), and by the obsen¡ation of reduced, but reliable, Stroop effects in both
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modalities when responses are semantically-related, but not identical, to the conflicting

dimension (Green &.Barber,1981; Harrison & Boese, 1976).

Curently, all but one study dealing with the auditory Stroop effect has focused on

the conflict between verbal labels and pitch (e.g., high vs. low and man vs. girl). Morgan

and Braldt (1989), however, investigated whether an auditory Stroop effect for the

acoustic features of pitch, loudness, and duration could be observed. in this experiment,

the relationship between these three features of spoken words was varied to produce

congruent, incongruent, and neutral items. Morgan and Brandt (1989) replicated previotts

demonstrations of the auditory Stroop effect using pitch and verbal labels (Green &

Barber, 1 981, 1983; Hamers & Lamberl , 1972, Mclain, 1983). In addition, these authors

demonstrated the first auditory Stroop effect using loudness and verbal labels. That is, as

is the case with the auditory Stroop effect using pitch, participants were unable to make

judgments of the physical dimension of loudness (quiet, loud) independently of the

meaning of the word (quiet, loud). For the time condition (fast, slow), Morgan and Brandt

did not find a significant auditory Stroop effect. However, this nonsignificant finding is

somewhat dubious, given that the alpha was set at .0167 and the p value was equal to

.025. If more subjects had been recruited, then a significant result at the stated alpha level

may have been obtained.

A Nonverbal Auditory Stroop Effect?

All of the previous auditory Stroop studies provided evidence of interference

between an incongruent word meaning and a physical dimension. For example, Hamers

and Lambeú (1972) presented the spoken words 'high' and 'low' in either a high or low
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pitch voice. Therefore, an incongruent item involved a direct conflict between the word

meaning and the pitch of the spoken word. Green and Barber (1981, 1983) combined the

words 'man' and 'girl' spoken in either a male or female voice' In that study as well, the

meaning of the word (e.g., man) conflicted with the dimension participants were asked to

identify on incongruent trials (e.g., female voice). From these studies, one might

conclude that co'flict between verbal and nonverbal dimensions are special, with

participants unable to avoid the influence of one dimension (verbal or nonverbal) when

responding to the other'

The current study constitutes an exploration of whether auditory Stroop

interference will occur for two nonverbal dimensions. If so, then any account of auditory

stroop effects as caused by vefbal processing having privileged status cannot hold'

Instead, such a result would suggest that interference lnay occur whenever the response

associated with the irrelevant acoustic feature conflicts with the response associated with

a relevant acoustic feature.

Nonverbal examples of Stroop interference have been quite difficult to hnd in

vision and audition. However, when nonverbal examples of Stroop interference do occur'

they tend to rely on pseudoverbal synbols rather than words. observations of spatial

Stroop effects (visual) and the Simon Effect (auditory) belong to this category' In an

investigation of a spatial stroop effect, Funes and Lupianez (2003) required their

participants to identify the direction in which an arÏow pointed (left or right)' The arrow

could appear on either the left or right half of the computer screen' Participants rtade

their catego rizafionresponses more quickly when the direction in which the arrow
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poi¡ted and the side of the screen on which it was presented were consistent, than when

they were inconsistent.

The Sirno¡ Effect (Simon & Small, 1969) provides another example of nonverbal

auditory interference. In this case, the interference arises from a motor response

conflicting with a spatial location. Simon and Small (1969) presented participants with

high- or low-pitched tones to either the right or left ear. Categorization of a tone as high-

or low-pitched was made with a left or right button press. The results revealed that

participants responded more quickly when the sound was presented to the same location

as the response button than when the sound's location and the required response

conflicted. For example, if high-pitched tones were to be categorized by a left button

press, then participants responded more quickly if they were presented in the left ear than

ifthey presented in the right ear.

However, there are no examples of purely nonverbal visual Stroop effects. This is

not surprising given that the primitive features in vision include shape, colour, location,

and orientation, which all have independent representations so there is no obvious way to

observe Stroop effects by combining them. For example, requiring parlicipants to name

the colour red when it is presented in the shape of a circle or square will not produce any

interference. The irrelevant dimension must be associated with a response that conflicts

with the response associated with the relevant dimension. However, the prirnitive features

in audition include location, loudness, pitch, and timbre; the f,rrst three of which have

similar, high/low representations. Given the prirnitive features of audition, it is possible

to combine two of these dimensions in such a way that they may be incongruent with one

another (e.g., a low pitch sound presented at a high location)'
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Observation of an auditory Stroop effect for two nonverbal dimensions of a sound

would suggest that these dimensions are integral. That is, that the frequency and location

of a sound are combined preattentively, and that listeners are unable to ignore either

dinrension. According to Garner's (I974) logic, stimulus dimensions are integral, or

inseparable, to the extent that categorization of either dimension is influenced by the

irrelevant dimension.

In a series of experiments, Mondor,Zatorre, and Terrio (1998) provided evidence

of the integrality of the location and frequency aspects of a sound. For example, in their

Experiment l, participants were presented on each trial with a single tone that they were

required to classify according to either its location or its frequency. Participants were

only required to differentiate between two frequencies or two locations within any block

of trials. In the freque¡cy task, the tones to differentiate could either be similar (e.g., 500

and 535 Hz or 947 and,997 Hz), or dissimilar (e.g., 500 and 947 Hz or 535 and 997 Hz)-

For example, participants would classify a 500 Hz tone as 'low', and a 535 Hz tone as

,high' in the similar frequency condition. In the dissimilar frequency condition, the

participa¡t would classify the 500 Hz tone as 'low' and the 947 Hz tone as 'high'. In the

location task, parlicipants classified the location of a tone as either central or peripheral.

The two locations the participants were required to differentiate could either be similar

(e.g., 30o and 15o left or 15o and 30'right), or dissimilar (e.g., 0o and 45'left or 0o and

45. right). For example, in the location similar condition, a tone presented from 15o left

would be classified as 'central' and a tone presented from 30o left would be classified as

,peripheral'. In the location dissimilar condition, a tone presented from 0o would be
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classified as 'central' and a tone presented from 45o left would be classified as

'peripheral'.

In one half of the trial blocks, the irelevant dimension also varied across

conditions, resulting in four basic trial types for both the frequency and location

discrimination tasks: Similar Location/Similar Frequency (e.g., the locations 15o and 35"

and the tones at 500 Hz and 535 Hz), Similar Location/Dissimilar Frequency (e.g., the

locations 15o and 35o and the tones at 500 Hz and947 Hz), Dissimilar Locatior/Similar

Frequency (e.g., the locations 0o and 45o and the tones at 500 Hz and 535 Hz), and

Dissirnilar Location/Dissirnilar Frequency (e.g., the locations 0o and 45" and the tones at

500 Hz and 947 Hz). Thus, the difficulty of each task was manipulated by controlling the

sirnilarity of sounds on the task-relevant dimension, while there was also either large or

small variation of the dimension that was irrelevant to the task.

In each of the remaining blocks of trials, the irrelevant dimension was held

constant to provide a Control condition for evaluating the effect on performance of

varying the irrelevant dirnension in other blocks of tlie experiment. For instance, in the

Similar Frequency-Control condition, when participants classified sounds according to

their frequency, tones would be presented at either 500 Hz or 535 Hz and all tones would

be presented from a speaker presented at 15o left. Likewise, in the Similar Location-

Control condition, when participants classified sounds according to their location, tones

',vould be presented at either 15o or 35" left and all tones would be presented at a

frequency of 500 Hz.

Not surprisingly, Mondor, et al. (1998) found that participants were faster at

categorizing tones according to their frequency in the Dissimilar-Frequency than in the
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Sirnilar-Frequency condition, and that they were faster at calegorizing toues according to

their location in the Dissimilar-Location than in the Similar-Location condition. This

finding revealed tliat participants had greater difficulty discriminating sounds that were

physically similar. Also, participants were faster al calegorizing tones in the Control

conditio¡s, when there was no variation of the irrelevant dimension, than when the

irrelevant dimension varied across trials. Mondor et al. interpreted this observation as

evidence that participants were unable to avoid processing the irrelevant dimension. That

is, participants appeared unable to exclusively attend to the task-relevant dimension of

the sounds. According to Garner's (1974) logic, this finding suggests that location and

frequency are integral aspects of sound. On this basis, the authors interpreted their results

as evidence that frequency and location information are preattentively combined into an

auditory event. Although these authors demonstrated an interference effect, it was not a

Stroop effect. The irrelevant dimension in their study was not associated with a response

that conflicted with the response associated with the relevant dimension. However, this

demonstration does extend previous research by Melara and Marks (1990), which

revealed that loudness, pitch and tirnbre are also integral dimensions of a sound.

In pafi, this previous research by Mondor, et al. (i998) provides the motivation

for the current study. They showed that participants are unable to avoid processing either

location or pitch when it is irrelevant. I expect that perforrnance on a frequency

classification task will be impaired when sound location is a source of conflicting

information. Similarly, performance on a location classification task should be impaired

when sound frequency is a source of conflicting information. More specifically, it ought

to be possible to demonstrate an auditory Stroop effect based on conflict between the
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nonverbal dimensions of sound fiequency and sound location. Such a demonstration

would differ frorn previous observations of auditory Stroop effects, which have

exclusively involved conflict between verbal and nonverbal dimensions of auditory

stimuli.

ExpERtt'¡PNr 1

The current project is designed to explore the consequences of a conflict between

two acoustic features of a sound. Specifically, if an auditory Stroop effect occurs when

there is a conflict between the acoustic features of location and frequency, then it would

suggest that a possible cause of auditory Stroop effects is the information from the

inelevant dirnension conflicting with the information from the relevant dimension. That

is, it is possible that one cause of a Stroop effect is a conflict between the response

associated with the irrelevant dimension and the response associated with the relevaut

dimensio¡. However, if an auditoly Stroop effect does not occur for a conflict between

two physical dimensions, then it would support the dominant view that Stroop effects are

based on the inability of participants to avoid processing the meaning of irrelevant words,

and this interferes with responding to the relevant dimension. In Experiment 1,

participants will judge the location of sounds on one block of trials, and the pitch of

sounds on another block of trials. On some trials, the location and frequency of the sound

will be congruent (".g., a high-pitclied sound presented from a high speaker), and on

other trials, the location and the frequency of the sound will be incongruent (e.g., a high-

pitched sound presented from a low speaker). Evidence of a nonverbal auditory Stroop

effect will be apparent if participants respond more slowly on incongruent trials than on

congruent trials.
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Method

Participants

Twenty four participants were recruited from the University of Manitoba's

Introduction to Psychology subject pool (10 fernales and 14 males). Each participant

received course credit in exchange for their participation. All participants were required

to have normal hearing.

Materials

Contptrter ancl Sounj S),stert. The experirnent was conducted using a Dell

Dimension L733R, Pentiun'r 3 computer corurected to a 17-inch colour monitor. The E-

prime software system (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., 1999) was used to present

stimuli and record responses. The sounds were presented through Altec Lansing ACS340

speakers at approximately 70dB SPL. One speaker was presented at approximately 1 1o

visual a¡gle above the participant's eye level. The second speaker was presented at 11o

visual angle below the participant's eye level.

Soulcls. Adobe Audition l.5 (Adobe Systems Incotporated, 2005) software was

used to slmthesize sounds with a sampling rale of 44,100 Hz. Two sounds, one low-

pitched and one high-pitched, were created based on a sine wave. The low-pitched sound

(labeled 'low') included a fundamental frequency of 362 Hz plus the first (724H2) and

second (1086 Hz) harmonics. Relative to the fundamental frequency, the intensity of the
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hannonics was set to 50o/o and25o/o respectively. The high-pitched sound (labeled 'high')

included a fundamental frequency of 732 Hz plus the first (1464 Hz) and second (2196

Hz) harmonics. Relative to the fundarnental fi'equency, the intensity of the harmonics was

set to 50% and,25o/o respectively. The sounds were i 20 ms in duration and included 5 ms

onset and offset ramps to eliminate onset or offset clicks.

Procedure

At the beginning of the experimental session, participants were presented with

each of the high- and low-pitched sounds from both the upper and lower speaker

positions in order to familiari ze them with the high/low dirnension of both acoustic

features. On each trial, participants were required to classify a single sound as either high

or low according to its frequency or location. Within a given block, participants were

only required to classify tones according to one acoustic feature while ignoring the other

feature. Specifically, one block of trials involved categorizing the pitch of sounds as

either 'high' or 'low'. The other block of trials required categorizing the location of

sounds as either originating lrom the 'high' or 'low' speaker. The order of these blocks

was counterbalanced across participants. Before the starl of each block, parlicipants

received 24 practice trials to famlliarize them with the task relevant to that block.

Each practice trial began with a fixation cross ('+') presented at the center of the

computer screen for 300 ms, followed by the presentation of a sound for 120 ms. The

participant judged the sound as high or low according to either its pitch or its location by

pressing either the left or right button on a mouse. The mapping between button

responses (left vs. right) and sound categorrzation (high vs. low) was counterbalanced

across participants. Response times were measured as the time between the onset of the
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sound and the participant's response. After making a response, parlicipants received

feedback about the speed and accuracy of their judgment. The subsequent trial began

1000 ms follorving this feedback. After the practice session for each block, parlicipants

performed 96 experirnental trials. The experimental trials were identical to the practice

trials, except that participants were required to respond within 1000 ms and no feedback

as to their speed or accuracy was provided. After finishing the f,rrst block of experimental

trials, participants received instructions for the next task'

There were four types of trials in this experiment. Sounds were presented from the

upper speaker on half of the trials (High Location condition), and from the lower speaker

on the other half of trials (Low Location condition). Sounds presented from each of these

locations were high-pitched on half of the trials (High Pitch condition) and low-pitched

on the remai¡ing half of trials (Low Pitch condition). Thus, on half of the trials, the pitch

and the location of the sounds v/ere congruent, with either a high-pitched sound presented

from the liigh speaker or a low-pitched sound presented from the low speaker. On the

other half of the trials, the pitch and the location of the sounds were incongruent, with

either a high-pitched sound presented from the low speaker or a low-pitched sound

presented from the high speaker. Trials corresponding to each combination of sound

location and sound pitch (High Location/High Pitch, High Location/Low Pitch, Low

Location/High Pitch, and Low Location/Low Pitch) were presented in random order.

Results

Within each cell of the design any observation more than2.5 standard deviations

above or below the mean was eliminated from the analysis and the mean was
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recalculated. This procedure eliminated less than 2%o of the observations from either task.

The average mean correct response times (RT) and proportion of incorrect responses for

each participant were then submitted to separate 2 x2 x 2 mixed-design ANOVAs,

treati¡g Task Order (pitch task first vs. location task first) as a between-participants factor

and Trial Type (congruent vs. incongruent) and Judgment (pitch vs. location) as within-

par-ticipant factors. Mean RT and error rates for each condition are displayed in Table l.

Response Tintes

Mean RTs on congruent and incongruent trials for the pitch and location

judgments are displayed in Figure l. In the analysis of RTs, there was no significant main

effect of Task Order, F(I,22): 1.7I4, p: .204. That is, whether palticipants judged the

pitch dimension or the location dimension in the first or second block of the experiment

did not influence performance. The analysis did reveal signihcant main effects of

Judgment, F(l,22):6.549, p < .05, and Trial Type, F(I,22):25.836,p < '001'

Participants classified sound pitch about 57 ms faster than they did sound location, and

respo¡ded more quickly on congruent trials than on incongruent trials. Task Order did not

significantly interact with either Trial Type or Judgment (F < I in both cases). In

Table l
Mean RTs and Proportion Errors for the Pitch and Location tasks, as a Function of Trial

Type in Experiment 1. Standard errors for both measures are shown in parentheses.

PrrcH JuocuBNr
Congruent

Incongruent

LocnrtoN JutcvlnNr
Congruenl

Incongruent

RT
464 (12.e6)
487 (14.s0)

stz (Ls.s2)
s50 (1e.38)

ERRons

.03 (.01)

.0s (.02)

.08 (.02)

.1s (.03)
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addition, the interaction between Trial Type and Judgrnent was not significant, F(\,22):

1 . 161 , p : .293. The three-way interaction between Task Order, Trial Type, and

Judgment also failed to reach statistical significance, F < I'

These findings are consistent with the idea that location and frequency are

combined preattentively, and that any variation in one dimension influences classification

time based on the other dimension. This finding provides the first demonstration of an

auditory Stroop effect owing to a conflict between two non-verbal dimensions' In

addition, it provides the first evidence that an auditory stroop effect may occur due to a

conflict between the response associated with the irrelevant dimension and the response

associated with the relevant dimension'

Errors

Mean percentage error on congruent and incongruent trials for both the pitch and

location judgments are displayed in Figure 2. Analysis of the error data revealed a

complementary pattem of performance. The main effect of Task Order was not

significant, F(|,22):3.276, p: .084. However, the main effects of Judgment, F(I,22) =

11.205,p < .01, and Trial Type, F(I,22):8.601 ,p <.01, were statistically significant'

parlicipants made approximalely 7o/omore enors judging sound location than they did in

judging sound pitch, and made fewer erors on congruent trials than on incongruent trials'

The interaction between .Tudgrnent and Trial Type was not significant, F(1, 22):1"519, p

: .23L Task Order did not significantly interact with either Trial Type , F(\,22) : 3 '367 ,

p : .080, or Judgrnent, F(\,22) :2.401, p : .136- The three-way interaction between

Task Order, Trial Type, and Judgment was also not statistically signifìcant, F < l '
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Discussiott

These results provide the first demonstration of an auditory Stroop effect owing to

a conflict between the responses associated with two nouverbal acoustic features.

Existing theoretical accounts of Stroop effects that focus on a conflict between word-

reading and colour-naming are clearly incornpatible with such a result. For exarnple, the

automaticity account of Stroop interference is based on the idea that an automatic process

(i.e., word-reading) will interfere with a controlled process (i.e., colour-naming) but not

vice versa (Mac1-eod, 1991). The results of Experiment 1 reveal sizable Stroop

interference effects irrespective of whethel location or pitch was to be ignored- Given

previous evidence suggesting that frequency and location cau not be attended separately

(Mondor, et al., 1998), an obvious explanation of these interference effects is that both

features are processed autornatically and that a response is derived for each of them.

Some time is required to resolve the incompatibility of these candidate responses on

incongruent trials but not, of course, on congruent trials. Thus, the source of auditory

Stroop interference may be primarily at the level of the ïesponse codes associated with

my sounds.

ExP¡RtveNr 2

Given that Experiment 1 demonstrated that an auditory Stroop effect could be

observed for a conflict between two physical dimensions of a sound, Experiment 2

addressed whether the relative influence of the irrelevant dimension could be modulated.

Research by Jacoby, Lindsay, and Hessels (2003) on the ltem-Specific Congruency
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Effect iilustrated that rvith visual Stroop items, parlicipants are able to flexibly modulate

the influence of the irrelevant dimension. Specif,rcally, in their study, when one set of

colour words was presented mostly in an incongruent colour across the experimental

session, the Stroop effect was smaller than for another set of words that were most often

presented in a congtuent colour. This result suggests that participants can use the

likelihood that word identity is predictive of a matching colour identification response as

a cue for rnodulating the contribution of word reading to response selection'

The purpose of ExperimenT.2 was to investigate whether the auditory Stroop

effect observed i¡ Experiment 1 would produce an item-specific congruency effect

similar to that observed by Jacoby, et al. (2003). To test this idea, I manipulated the

proportion of congrue¡t trials (Congruent Probability variable) for particular pitches and

locations. For the frequency judgment task, tones presented to one location were

presented in a congruent pitch 80% of the tirne (Frequency Task, High-Probability

Congruent condition), and tones presented to the other location were presented in an

incongruent pitch 80% of the time (Frequency Task, Low-Probability congruent

condition). Similarly, for the location judgment task, one tone pitch was presented in a

congruent locatio¡ 80% of the time (Location Task, High-Probability congruent

condition), while tones of the opposite pitch were presented in an incongruent location

80% of the tirne (Location Task, Low-Probability Congruent condition).

Thus, for both the location and frequency judgment tasks, the proportion of

incongruent stirnuli was 50olo across the experimental session, as in Experiment 1. The

only modif,rcation from Experiment 1 was that the irrelevant dimension of particular

tones was either predictive or non-predictive of a congruent frequency or location
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response. If there is no significant difference between the High-Probability Congruent

and Low-probability Congruent conditions, then this would suggest that parlicipants can

not flexibly modulate the influence of the irelevant dimension. Such a result would

suggest that tlie nonverbal auditory Stroop effect is caused by a different mechanism than

the visual Stroop effect. In contrast, if participants can flexibly modulate the influence of

the irrelevant dimension, then the auditory Stroop effect should be smaller in the Low-

probability Congruent condition than in the High-Probability Congruent condition. Such

a result would suggest that for nonverbal auditory Stroop itetns, participants were able to

use the likelihood that the irrelevant acoustic feature was predictive of a correct response

to modulate its contribution to response selection. Moreover, this result would provide

evidence that the relative contribution of each dimension to response selection is flexible,

similar to the item-Specifìc Congruency Effect observed with visual Stroop iterns'

Method

Participants

Thirty-two parlicipants were recruited frorn the University of Manitoba's

Introduction to Psychology subject pool (25 fernales and 7 males). Each participant

received course credit in exchange for their participation. All parlicipants were required

to have nomral hearing.

Materials

The same materials were used as in Experiment 1'
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Procedure

Experiment 2 was the same as Experiment 1 except that; 1) the probability that

toues of a particular frequency were presented in a congruent location was manipulated

for the location task, and 2) fheprobability that tones presented in a particular location

\¡/ere pfesented at a congruent frequency was manipulated for the frequency task' For the

frequency judgment task, the specific tone location (high vs. low) selected for the High-

Probability congruent and Low-Probability congruent conditions was counterbalanced

across parlicipants. Similarly, for the location judgment task, the specific frequency (high

vs. low) assigned to the High-Probability congruent and Low-Probability congruent

conditions was counterbalanced across parlicipants. Fully coutlterbalancing combinations

of sound location and souud pitch assigned to the High-Probability Congruent and Low-

Probability Congruent conditions for each of the two tasks required the generation of four

different versions of the experiment (see Table 2 for the sound pitch and sottnd location

assigrunents to the High-Probability congruent condition). The number of experimental

trials per task was increased to 240 (from 96 in Experiment 1) to accommodate the

addition of the Congruent Probability variable to the design. For illustrative purposes,

Appendix A displays the number of trials corresponding to each combination of sound

location and sound pitch for both the location and frequency judgment tasks for Version 1

of the experiment (see left column of Table 2)'
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Results

Within each cell of the design any observation more fhan2.5 standard deviations

above and below the mean was elirninated from the analysis and the mean was

recalculated. This procedure eliminated less than ZYo of the observations frotn either task.

The average ûtean correct reaction times (RT) and proportion of incorrect responses for

eaclr participant were then submitted to separate 2 x2 x2 x2 mixed-design ANOVAs,

treating task order (pitch task first vs. location task first) as a between-participants factor

and Probability Congruent (high vs. low), Trial Type (congruent vs' incongruent), and

Judgment (pitch, location) as within-participant factors. Mean RT and error rates for each

condition are displayed in Table 3.

Table 2
Sound pitch and sound location assignments to the High-Probability Congruent condition

for the fi'equency and location judgments'

VeRsroN I VEnsloN 2 VeRstoN 3 VERSIoN 4

FneqUeNCv High Location High Locatio¡ Low Location Low Location

JupcveNr

LocartoN
JuncvENr

High Pitch Low Pitch High Pitch Low Pitch



Table 3
Mean Response Times (RTs), Proportion of Errors (ERR) and Standard Errors (SE) fot

both measures are shown for the Pitch and Location Judgments, as a Function of
Probability Congruent and Trial Type in Experiment 2'

HicH PnoSABILITY
CoNcRueNr

Prrcs Jutc¡vlB¡¡r RT ERRons

Congruent 395 (10.67) '02 ('00)

Incongruent 467 (9.53) .09 (.02)

LocnrloN Julcrvln¡lr
Congruent 447 (13.75) .05 (.01)

Incongruent 5IS (14.89) .13 (.02)

Low PnoeABILITY
CoNcnurNr

RT ERnoRs

462 (e.rr) .07 (.01)

396 (t1.2r) .03 (.01)

4e2 (13.46) .08 (.01)

41r (rs.44) .i 1 (.03)
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Response Titttes

Figure 3 displays the mean reaction times for the pitch and ìocation tasks as a

function of sound congruency for both the high- and low-probability congruent

colditio¡s. A¡alysis of RTs yielded significant main effects of Judgment, F(1,30):

1g.82, p < .01, and Trial Type, F(i, 30) : 12.165, p <.01. Participants classified sound

pitch about 51 ¡rs faster than they did sound location, and responded more quickly on

congruent trials than on incongruent trials. There was no significant main effect of Task

order, F(1,30): 1.148, p: .292,or of Probability congruent, F< 1. That is, whether

participants judged tlie pitch dimension or the location dimension in the first or second

block of the experiment did not influence performance on either task as a function of trial

type or probability congruent. The main effect of Probability Congruent and the

i¡teraction between Probability Congruent and Judgment, were not statistically

signif,rcant (F< 1 in both cases)'



Figure 3. Mean Response Time as a function of Probabilify congruent and Trial

Type in Experiment 2
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Although two-way interactions between Trial Type and Task Order, and

between Judgment and Task Order, were not statistically signif,rcant (F < 1, in both

cases), interactions between Judgment and Trial Type, F(|,30) : 1I .529, p < .01,

between Probability Congruent and Trial Type, F(\,30): 71.353,p < .001, and between

Probability Congruent and Task Order, F(1,30) :6.235,p <'05,were statistically

significant.

Several higher-order interactions were significant as rvell. The 3-way interaction

between Probability Congruent, Trial Type, and Judgment was significant, F(\,30):

6.53g , p < .05 .None of the other three-way interactions were signifì canl (p > '26 in all
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cases). Most irnportantly, however, the four way interaction that included all four factors

(i.e., Task Ordet, Probability Congruent, Trial Type, and Judgment) was also significant,

F(1,30):5.882, p < .05.I decornposed this interaction by examining the effect of

probability Congruent, Trial Type and Judgment for each task order separately.

When the Pitch judgrnent was performed first, main effects of Trial Type, F(1'15)

:8.299, p < .05, Judgment, F(l,15) :6.844, p < .05, and Probability Congruent were all

significant, F(1,15) : 4.448, p: .052. Participants classified sound pitch about 41 ms

faster than they did sound location. The interaction between Trial Type and Probability

Congruent was also significant, F(l,15) :3J.498,p < .001. This interaction arose

because participants judged congruent trials approximately 7 4 ms faster than incongruent

trials in the high probability congruent condition, F(1,15) :42-838,p < .001, but judged

congruent trials 41 ms more slowly than congruent trials in the low probability congruetlt

condition, F(1,15) : 14.527 , p < .0L In addition, a significant interaction between Trial

Type and Judgment, F(1,15) :9.515, p < .01, arose because whereas there was no

sig¡ificant differe¡ce in responding to congruent or incongruent trials when judging

pitch, F < l,participants responded to congruent trials approximately 3 1 ms faster than

incongruent trials when they judged location, F( 1 ,1 5) : 21 .43I, p < .001 ' Neither the

two-way interaction between Probability Congruent and Judgment was significant, F < 1,

nor the three-way iuteraction between Trial Type, Probability Congruent, and Judgment,

F(l,15) : 1.532, p : .235, were significant.

performance r.vhen location was judged first was slightly different. Whereas the

main effect of Judgrnent was significant, F(l,15): 72.065, p < .Ol, and the main effect of

Trial Type, F(l,15):3.985, p: .064, approached significance, the main effect of
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Probability Congruent, F(1,15) : 1.889, p: .189, was not significant' The two-way

interactions between Probability Congruent and Judgment, and between Trial Type and

Judgmelt were not statistically significant @ > 11 in both cases). However, both the

two-way interaction between Trial Type and Probability Congruent, F(1,15):33.944, p

< .001, and the three-way interaction between Trial Type, Probability Congruent, and

Judgment, F(l,15): 15.938,p <.001, weïe statistically significant. I decomposed this

interaction by examining the effects of Trial Type and Judgment for the Probability

Congruent conditions separately. In the High Probability Congruent condition, the main

effects of Trial Type and Judgment were statistically significant (p < .01 in botli cases),

but the interaction between these factors was not,.F(1,15) : 3-239, p: .092. Participants

judged a sound's pitch approximately 62 ms faster than a sound's location, and were

approximately 65 ms faster on congruent trials thau on incongruent trials' In the Low

Probability Congruent Condition, the main effects of Trial Typ., F(1,15) :20'598, p <

.001, and Judgment, F(l,15): 10.348, p <'oI'.were significant. Participants judged a

sound's pitch approximately 62 ms faster than a sound's location, however, unlike the

High Probability Congruent condition, participants were approximately 46 ms faster on

incongruent trials than on congruent trials In addition, the two way interaction between

these factors (Trial Type and Judgment) was significant, F(l,15): 19.252,p < '001' I

decomposed this interaction by examining the effect of Trial Type in each Judgment

separately. In the Pitch Judgment, there was a significant main effect of Trial Type,

F(1,15) =37.636,p < .001. Participants were approximately 25 ms faster on incongruent

trials tha¡ on congrue¡t trials. In the Location Judgment, there was no significant main

effect of Trial Type, F(l,15) :2'348, p: .146.
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Errors

Figure 4 displays the proportion of erïors for the pitch and location tasks as a

function of sound congniency for both the high- and low-probability congruent

conditions.

In the analysis of the error data, there was a main effect of Judgment, F(l,30) :

12.308, p < .05, and Trial Type, F(i,30) : IT.7 55, p < .0L There was no significant main

effect based on Task Order or Probability Congruent (,F < 1 in both cases). Thus, whether

participants judged the pitch dimension or the location dimension in the first or second

block of the experiment did not influence performance on either task. In addition,

whether participants judged sounds in the High- or Low-Probability Congment

conditions did not influence perfonnance, F < I.



Figure 4. Mean Proportion of Errors as a Function of Probability congruent and

Trial Type in ExPeriment 2
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Further analysis revealed that there were signifi canf 2-way interactions between

JudgmentandTrialType,F(1,30):6.103,p<.05,andbetweenProbabilityCongruent

and Trial Type, F(l'30) : I8.752,p < .001. None of the otlrer 2-way interactions were

significant (p > .14 in all cases). The 3-way interaction between Judgment, Trial Type

and Probability congruent approached significance, F( 1 ,3 0) : 3 .520 , p :.07 ' I

decomposed this interaction by examining the effects of Trial Type and Judgment for the

Probability Congruent conditions separately. In the High Probability Congruent

condition,themaineffectsofTrialType,F(l,31):27.504,p<.00i,andJudgment,
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F(l,31) : 17.192, p < .OI, were significant. Participants judged a sound's pitch

approximately 3Yornore accurately than a sound's location, and were approxirnately 7o/o

more accurate on congruent trials than on incongruent trials. In the High Probability

Congruent condition, the interaction between Trial Type and Judgment was not

significant, F< 1. In the Low Probability Congruent Condition, the main effect of Trial

Type was not significant, F < 1, but the main effect of Judgrnent was significant, F(l,31)

: 9.050, p < .OL In addition, the two way interaction between these factors (Trial Type

and Judgment) was significant, F(i,31) = 6.046,p < .05.I decomposed this interaction by

examining the effect of Trial Type in each Judgrnent separately. In the Pitch Judgment,

there was a significant main effect of Trial Type, F(I,31): 16.696,p < .001. Participants

were approximately 5olo mole accurate judging the pitch dimension on incongr-uent trials

than on congruent trials. In the Location Judgment, there was no significant main effect

of Trial Type, F(1,31) : 1 .5I3, P: -228.

None of the other 3-way interactions were statistically significant (F < i in all

cases).

Discrtssion

The r-esults of Experiment 2 provide a clear and unequivocal demonstration that

the extent to which incongruent response information interferes with performance of a

pri¡rar-y task may vary markedly. Under conditions in which a mismatch is quite likely

(the low probability congment condition), responses are actually executed more quickly

on incongruent trials than on congruent trials. In contrast, under conditions in which a

mismatch is quite unlikely (the high probability condition), responses are executed more
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quickly on congruent trials than on incongruent trials. Thus, not only the magnitude' but

also the direction of the Stroop interference effect, is influenced by the probability that

for a specific item the responses associated with the judged and the to-be-ignored featttres

are compatible. Intriguingly, this pronounced effect differs markedly from previous

demonstrations of item-specif,rc congruency effects in vision (Jacoby, et aL.,2003) in

which only the magnitude of Stroop interference was influenced.

GPN¡Rat- DlscusstoN

Current explanations of Stroop interference are designed to explain conflict in

responding to some physical dimension of a word based on inconsistent information

provided by the word's meaning (Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland, 1990; Green & Barber'

1981, 1983; Hamers & Lamberl , 1972; Jacoby et a1.,2003; Lindsay & Jacoby, 1994;

Stroop, 1935). For example, according to Lindsay and Jacoby (1994) both interference

and facilitation occur in the Stroop paradigm due to the independent and simultaneous

processing of word reading and colour naming. Thus, Lindsay and Jacoby (1994) argued

that .'the Stroop effect is the paradigmatic example of situations in which two types of

cognitive processes, one intended and the other automatic, simultaneously contribute to

perfotmance" (p.233).

Experiment 1 of the present study provides evidence of an auditory Stroop effect

based on a conflict between responses associated with two nonverbal, prirnitive acoustic

features. This finding represents a novel variant of the Stroop effect in the auditory

modality. Moreover, there appear to have been no analogous reports of a visual Stroop
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effect based on a conflict between two primitive visual features (see, for example,

Macleod, 1991 for a review).

As shown in Figure 5, in Experiment 2 I found that the degree to which an

irrelevant feature interferes with performance depends on whether that feature is

predictive of a congruent or incongruent response to the task-relevant dimension. When

Jacoby et al. obserued a similar item-specific congruency effect with the visual Stroop

task, their i¡terpretation was that" .. .early processing of individual words triggers

inhibitory processes that curlail full reading of the word or block access of any word-

reading plocesses to the response systent." (Jacoby, et al-,2003,p.643)' In this view,

making the irrelevant dimension unlikely to correspond to the required response causes

an attenuation of its contribution to the generation of color identification responses.

Nevertheless, this explanation is not consistent with my obseruation that participants

were faster at responding to incongruent than congruent sounds in the low-probability

congruent condition.

An obvious and simple account of the results of Experiment 1 is that on-line

algorithmic processing of each sound yields two responses, olle associated with location

and one associated with pitch. A response is executed more quickly when these responses

are consistent than when they are inconsistent. Thus, conflict between the responses

associated with location and pitch delay responses on incongruent trials relative to

congruent trials. The results of Experiment2, however, may not be explained in this way

because perfonnance did not depend solely on the congruency of the responses associated

with the pitch and location of sounds. Rather, performance was best for trial types that
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were experienced most often, irrespective of the compatibility of the responses associated

with the location and frequency of a sound.

One possible account of these results is based on an interaction between online,

algorithmic processing of each sound and retrieval of sirrilar 'instances' stored in

memory (Jacoby, 1978;Logan, 1988, 2002). These accounts assume that the likeliliood

Figure 5. Magnitude of the Stroop interference effect as a function of the Probability
Congruent trials in Experiments I and 2
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a¡d speed of retrieving a memory episode to facilitate generation of a response to a new

stimulus depends on the frequency of having done so in the past (Hintzman,I976; Jacoby

& Brooks, 1984; Logan, 1988). According to Logan's instance theory, "... novices begin

with a general algorithm that is sufficient to perform the task. As they gain experience,

they learn specif,rc solutions to specific problems, which they retrieve when they

encounter the same problems again. Then, they can respond with the solution retrieved

from memory or the one computed by the algorithm" (Logan, 1988, p. a%). Logan's

theory is founded on assumptions that; any attended event forms an episodic trace in

rnernoty, present circumstances autolnatically cause retrieval of representations for

sirnilar events stored in mernory, and representations for each prior instance aÍe stored

independently. Although cunent events will automatically retrieve similar instances,

these instances will not necessarily guide response generation. According to Logan, "the

algorithm, if used in parallel with retrieval, will screen out any slow or difficult retrievals

by finishing f,rlst and providing a solution to the task" (Logan, 1988, p. a9$'

It appears that Logan's instance theory may provide a sirnple explanation of the

results of my second experiment. In Experiment2, the relative frequency of prior

responses to specific sounds would determine the likelihood of generating a fast response

based on the retrieval of one or more instances of having responded to that sound

previously. If fewer memory episodes are available of having responded to specific

sounds on previous trials, then there would be a greater likelihood that participants would

arrive at a response based on the slower algorithmic process. Participants responded to

four times as many congruent as incongruent sounds in the high-probability congruent

condition and four times as many incongruent as congruent sounds in the low-probability
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congruent condition. From the perspective of Logan'S instance theory, then, the

predictable outcome was that participants were fastest at responding to congruent sounds

in the high-probability congruent condition, yet were faster at responding to incongruent

sounds in the low-probability congruent condition.

The relative contribution of memory retrieval to the generation of pitch and

location responses appears to provide a straightforward explanation for the results of

Experiment 2. However, a difference between congruent and incongruent trials in the

availability of prior instances cannot account for the auditory Stroop effect observed in

Experiment 1 because participants responded equally often to all possible combinations

of sound pitch and sound location. Thus, the nonverbal Stroop interference apparent in

Experiment 1 rnay well reflect a difference between congluent and incongruent trials in

the efficiency of the on-line algorithmic processing. Assuming that location and pitch are

processed simultaneously (Mondor, et al., 1998), I suggest that participants first applied

an algorithm to determine the response associated with each dimension, and then

determined which response belonged to the relevant dimension. Because the response

associated with both dimensions on congruent trials was the same, participants could

simply output that response without engaging in further diagnostic processing. In

contrast, algorithmic processing would lead to the generation of conflicting responses on

incongruent trials, and this inconsistency would have to be resolved before the conect

response could be executed. Thus, responding accurately on these trials required

participants to perfonn the additional step of evaluating which response originated from

the task-relevant dimension (see Macleod, 1998; Macleod & MacDonald, 2000, for a

similar account of the Stroop effect in the visual domain).
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Regardless of whether or not a model such as the elementary one outlined above

is eventually confirmed, the present results have established the existence of a nonverbal

auditory Stroop interference, and shown that its magnitude and direction depend on the

probabitity that responses associated with judged and to-be-ignored features are

compatible. These results suggest important differences between the generality and

nature of Stroop interference effects in responding to auditory and visual events.
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AppeNolx A: NUtr¿eeR oF EXPERIMENTAL TRlels COnRESpONDING TO Eacu

CoN¿erN¡rroN oF SouNn Plrcs AND SouND LocerloN pon Bors rsE LocRrloN AND

FnequENcy JuDGMENTS FoR V¡RsloN 1 or ExpEnlvlNr 2

LocRrroN Tesr
Hish Location Low Location Total

High Frequency
(Hish-Probabílítv Consruent)

96 24 120

Low Frequency
(Low-ProbabiIitv Consruent)

96 24 120

Toral 192 48 240

PrrcH Tnsr
High Frequency Low Frequency Total

High Location
(Hi sh - Pr ob abilitv Consruent)

96 24 120

Low Location
(Low- P rob abil ity C ongruent)

96 24 r20

Torll r92 48 240


